
Mendocino County Board of Supervisors                    March 14, 2023 
501 Low Gap Road 
Ukiah, CA 95482 

Re: Item 4f Discussion and Possible Action Including Direction to Staff to Prepare
Environmental Document and Ordinance to Remove or Streamline the Requirement for
Issuance of Local Permit for Cannabis Cultivation While Retaining All Substantive Legal
Restrictions and Environmental Protection Measures for State Licensed Operators (Sponsors:
Supervisor Williams and Supervisor McGourty)

Honorable Supervisors,

MCA fully supports the creation of as many options as possible to move our locally licensed
operators forward to their State Annual Licenses. We understand that while this idea may not
be 100% ‘shovel ready,’ it is an essential example of the steps that the County can take to meet
this goal.

We suggest that the Board passes a motion to formally request that the state engage with
Mendocino County on identifying solutions to the local provisional licensing crisis.

In addition, MCA recommends that the following be considered to effectuate the changes to
reach the bottom line goal of getting existing operators to a state annual license within the
designated timelines:

● Align more perfectly with current California cannabis checklists and regulations. Stop
adding more hoops than the State requires.

● Move and pass a resolution for the MCD to issue permits to applicants whose current
status indicates MCD is not likely to complete their review process in time. Corrections
can be achieved through creation of a Compliance Plan followed by code enforcement
for violations of that plan.

● Direct MCD and other relevant County staff to prioritize working on any of the multi-track
solutions identified, including those reached in working with the state.

● Prioritize completion of CEQA by whichever entity from the state or the County is able to
accomplish CEQA review most expeditiously.

● Consider setting aside a portion of the LJAGP funding designated for Appendix G
preparation and review, and make it available to be drawn by the MCD, contract
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planners, or appropriate direct grant recipients in accordance with which of those groups
can service the file for that work first. This should be further discussed in the stakeholder
meeting we recommend below meeting.

● Preparation, review and certification of Appendix G’s should be carried out by whichever
entity can prioritize it most immediately; whether it be the state, the applicant, contract
planners or MCD staff.

● Each distinct Appendix G process should be handled by that agency or entity most
familiar with those processes. The preparation of Appendix G’s is distinctly different from
the review and certification of Appendix G’s, each part taking unique solutions and
approaches. There may need to be multiple tracks for the two separate components.
The state should review and certify the prepared Appendix G’s.

● Hold a day-long workshop of both the full Board of Supervisors, County staff, and
stakeholders, including MCA, environmental organizations, and other concerned citizens
to review a pre-submitted list of possible solutions submitted by invited stakeholders and
provided in advance to all who will attend. This workshop will create a venue for
knowledgeable stakeholders to give concrete input in areas that the MCD has
inadequately or incorrectly addressed.

● The BoS must be specific in direction to staff regarding the appropriate levels of review
for ministerial permits. This is a critical course correction for MCD which has complicated
the ministerial process with unnecessary application hurdles. The level of review needed
with ministerial permits can be streamlined in order to avoid expending resources
unnecessarily. Stakeholders can offer specific corrections to the current ministerial
permits that the County has not yet identified.

● Adopt the California Accela online application software.

MCA recognizes and supports that the intent of this item includes the understanding that some
basic components of the current ordinance will remain in place at this time, such as zoning and
setbacks. Based on the significant outcry from the citizens of Mendocino County when the
Board last attempted to enable significant expansion, we also expect the maximum canopy
allowance of 10,000 sq ft per parcel plus a nursery permit to remain in place.

As always, MCA stands ready and willing to discuss, and help refine, these issues with the
County and the State.

Respectfully,

Mendocino Cannabis Alliance
e: info@mendocannabis.com
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